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HERE is ample evidence that the rate of infla-
tion is directly related to the long—tenn growth of the
money supply. indeed, this relationship has been
demonstrated for various countnes.m The implica-

tion of this finding is that the control of money
growth over the long term is vita) to the control of
inflation, a realization that undoubtedly helps to
explain the fairly recent announceniermts of mnonetary
growth targets in most of the major industrial
countries 2

Although the money growth/inflation connection
is fairly well—documented, the relationship between
short—nm movements in money growth and eco—
nom ic activity is less well—known. Even though this
connection has been demonstrated for the United
States, its general applicability has not beems tested.~
The purpose of this article, therefore, is to in-

vestigate the relation ship between short—run
movements in the growth of the mnoney stock and
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fluctuations in real economic activity.4 Althocmgh
the evidence preseisted in tlsis article is not de-
rived from a rigoromms empirical absalysis, it imsdicates

quite c-omsvincimsglv that virtually every clownturms
its ecomsoissic activity us recent years its each of the
countries examnined was preceded by a significamst
reductioms its tlse grow’tls of its msarrowlv defined
mnoimev scmpplv.
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studies also have demonstrated that a lengthy lag
between money growth and inflation is common in
several industrial countries.’ This evidence indi-
cates that changes in current money growth have a
relatively small impact on prices in the short run.

For short-run changes in money growth to affect
economic activity, they must initially influence the
real economy more significantly than they influence
prices.7 Indeed, studies have shown that, at least for
the United States, sizable reductions in money
growth below its establishedtrend rate for only a few
quarters have preceded declines in real economic
activity.

The economic theory that “predicts” the results
just described is as intuitively appealing as it is
empirically verifiable. A marked and sustained de-
cline in the growth of the money supply creates a
“monetary disequilibrium”: the quantity of money
that individuals desire to hold exceeds the quantity
that they are actually holding. By reducing theft
spending, they can increase their money holdings to
a desired level. Eventually, this reduced spending
will cause the rate of inflation to fall.

In the short run, however, producers who cannot
tell immediately whether this decline in aggregate
demand (spending) is pennanent orjust a temporary
aberration initially react to the reduction in money
growth (and spending) by reducing output. There-
fore, the decline in money growth results in a slow-
down in economic activity; if it is pronounced
enough and sustained long enough, it can produce a
recession. Only when the decline in spending
(motivated by the monetary disequilibrium asso-
ciatedwith the reduction in money growth) has been
identified as permanent will producers reduce their

- prices and increase production back to “normal”
levels. Thus, the impact ofthe monetary contraction
on output eventually vanishes, and, in the long run,
only the rate of inflation is affected by a sustained
reduction in money growth.’

The potential usefulness ofmonetary targetingfor

economic policy purposes is evident from this dis-

‘Batten, “Money Growth Stability and Inflation;” and also
Selden, “Inflation and Monetary Growth.”

fl’his article discusses emi/y the impact of changes in money
growth on the realoutputofthe economy. It does not investigate
the impact of money growth changes on financial markets.

‘Poole, “The Relationship of MonetaryDecelerationsto Business
Cycle Pealcs.” Seealso Economic Report oft/me President (Gov-
ernment Printing Office, 1982), pp. 192-96, for another use of
the theory presented here.

‘The empirical problem here, ofcourse, is dating the“long run.”
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cussion. First, in the long run,permanent changes in
the rate ofmoney growth are reflected byequivalent
changes in the rate of inflation, other things equal.
Second, if short-run money growth is volatile, the
growth of real output and employment will be
similarly volatile. In other words, sufficiently un-
stable money growth in the short run, that is, a re-
duction in money growth relative to its trend rate,
may cause recessions. Consequently, minimizing
thevariability ofshort-mn money growth appears to
be essential in establishinga stable, non-inflationary
environment for economic growth.

SHORT-RUN MONEY GROWTH
AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY:
THE EVIDENCE

We now investigate the validity of the conceptual
analysis presented in the preceding section. To
examine the relationship between short-mn fluctu-
ations in money growth and real economic activity, a
sample offour industrializedcountries was selected:
the United States, the United Kingdom, West
Germany and Italy. Moreover, to make the results of
the analysis directly comparable, the narrow defini-
tion of money for each country is used.”

To illustrate the relationship between short-nm
money growth and real output growth, charts for
each country are presentedfor theperiod 1973 to the
present.11 These charts depict the deviations of
short-run money growth from its trend, measuredby
subtracting the 20-quarter moving average growth
rate of money from its two-quarter moving average
growth rate, In addition, the quarter-to-quarter,
compounded annual rate of growth of real GNP is

“The Ml definition is used throughout. It should be noted that
even though thenarrow definition is used, it is not the variable
used by all the central banks in their policy deliberations. The
countries and their respective monetary target(s) are: United
States (Ml, M2), United Kingdom (Sterling MA), Germany
(Central Bank Money Stock) and Italy (Total Domestic Credit).

“The period since 1973 is used for two reasons. First, It is char-
acterized as a flexible exchange rate period, ma condition giving
each country more control over its own domestic money supply
and, hence, economic activity than in a fixed exchange rate
period. While the analysis also applies to a Axed exchange rate
period, economic activity of open economies during such a
period may merely reflect economic activity in the United
States. Consequently, we chose the post-1973 period because
we are concerned with examining the impact of changes in
short-runmoney growth thatare motivated by changesin factors
indigenous to the domestic economy. Second, this period
covers time time in which each country’s central bank
announced a monetary aggregate policy target. Prior to 1973,
announced money supply growth targets were not universal.
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plotted. Periods in which real output growth was
rmegatn-e fbr two consecutive quarters or more are
denoted b the shaded areas; these designate

periods of recession in these commntries.12

The individual charts reveal that there isacom—
won relationship between sharp reductions in the
short—run growth of money (the two—quarter moving
average) relative to its trend (the 20—quarter moving
average) amid real economnic activity.13 Despite the
wide differences among these countries in terms of
their financial structures, regulations-and monetary

policy objectives, the relationship between short—
run deviations in their money growth from trend and

declines in their real economic activity is quite
simnilar, To see this more clearly, we briefly examnine
the historical record of each country in our sample.

Itit I den States

The chart for the United States reveals three re-
cessions since 1973. As predicted b\- the theoretical
discussion, each recession was preceded by-a sharp
slowing in short—run mnoney growth. Prior to the 1974
recession, for example, short—run money growth fell
fromn slightly over 2 percentage points above trend to
about 2 percentage points below trend, a change that
is mirrored in the reduction in real GNP growth in
1973. While one may argue that the recession of 1974
was supply—oriented — a reaction to the unexpected
OPEC oil shock— the ehamt indicates that the depth
and breadth of the downturn was exacerbated by
short—run money growth well below trend in late
l974.m4
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The most recent downturns in economic activity
also are associated with declimies in short—run money
growth. For example. prior t the onset of the II!
1980-111/1980 recession, nioney growth fell from
about 3 percentage points above trend to over 4
percentage points below trend. Although money
growth’s sharp rebound during late 1980 helped
proclimee the turnaround in real GNP growth in early-
1981, the equally dramnatic downturn in money
growth relative to trend during 1981 has precipitated
vet another reduction in real economic activity.

Indeed, since 1/1980, short—run money growth has
[itlIen short of trend almost 90 percent of the time,
and real GNP growth has been negative almost 40

percent of the timne, Clearly, the dramatic slowing in
short—run money growth relative to its long—run trend
andl the imicrease im) its volatility during the past two
years has-c been associated with substantial reduc-
tions in real economnic activity over this period.

The United. Kingdom

The accompanying chart indicates that the United
Kingdom has experienced a number of’recessiomis’’
during the brief period studied. Of the six recessions
shown, all but one were preceded by sharp reduc-
tions in short—rnm money growth. For instamice, prior
to the 1V/1973-I/1974 downturn, mnoney growth fell
from about 5 percentage points above trend to more
than 10 percentage points below trend, a r s-ersal of
about 15 percentage points in less than one year.
Likewise, the 1/1977—11/1977 recession eamne on the
heels of a drop in money growth to more than 5

percentage points below its tremwl.

The period since late 1978 is interesting because it
reveals the eflimet on the economy 0f a sustained
redmmction in short—rmmn money growth helow its
trendl. Although money growth did not dlii) far below-
trend prior to the IV/1978—I/1979 recession, short—
rmmn money growth fell fromn over 15 percentage
points u/wee tremd in IV/1977 to its trend level
in only three quarters, a change that is associated
with the dlrOp im real GNP growth from IV/1 977 to
1/1979. Also, the impact of the nature of the money
growth decline dluring the period from JV/1977 to
1/1981 is reflected b relatively stagnant outptmt
growth during this period.

Finally, the 1\71974-TI1/1975 recession represents
an anomaly to the theory. The recession was not
preceded hy a downturn in short—run mnoney growth
relative to its trend; instead, money groveth in-
creased faster than its trend rate prior to this reces—
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4
The cal price shocks of 1973—74 mimic! 1979—Sd) resulted in chs—
similar mnonc’tarv growth rates in the Uniter! States. For a chs—
cussion of this, seeR. W. Umsfcr. ‘The impact cmi Emmergv Pricc’s
mimic] 151 oncv Grcmwtli or, Five hid ‘astrial Cciii mitries.” this Bc’cm c’
(March 1981), pp- 19-26.
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Money and Output Growth in Selected Countries
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Money and Output Growth in Selected Countries
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sion. This may have been an attempt to use monetary
policy to offset, at least partially, the dislocations
created by the OPEC oil shock that lowered the
growth ofreal GNP. Interestingly,theILK, response
to the 1978-79 OPEC oil shock was to decrease the
short-mn growth ofthe money stock, as shown in the
chart.15

West Germany
The chart for West Gennany again supports the

theoretical discussion. Each of the two recessions is
preceded by periods ofmoney growth below trend.
Although the timing is different for each episode, the
reaction of the real economy to declines in short-
run money growth is clear and consistent

West Germany also presents a case in which
money growth fell below trend and no technical
recession occurred. From 111/1975 to IV/1976,
money growth fell from about 7 percentage points
above trend to about 5 percentage points below
trend. Although no recession tbllowed, the level of
real GNP growth fell sharply asthe theory predicts~
the growth rate of real GNP fell from about 10 per-
cent in IV/1975 to zero in 11/1977. Thus, while
technically no recession followed the decline in
money growth, real GNP growth was curtailed
sharply, an example of a “growth recession.”

Italy

The relationship between real GNP growth and
money growth relative to trend in Italy, once again,
is consistent with theoretical expectations. Of the
three recessions since 1973, each was precededby a
period of sharp reductions in short-run money

lSj-jafer, “Impact of Energy Prices and Money Growth.”

growth relative to its trend rate. This pattern is es-
pecially evident for the 1111974-11/1975 and 11/1980-
111/1980 recessions.

CONCLUSION S

The evidence presented here suggests thatsizable
andsustained reductions in short-mn money growth
below its trend rateportend declines in thegrowthof
real GNP. Ofthe 14 recessions in the four countries
examined, only one — the IV/1974-III/1975 reces-
sion in theUnited Kingdom — was not precededby a
substantial decline in short-run money growth.
Moreover, in only one instance — the III/1975-IV/
1976 period for West Germany — did short-run
money growth fall substantiallybelow trend without
a recession following. In that instance, however,
West German real GNP growth fell from about 10
percent to zero, a result consistent with the theo-
retical discussion.

Thus, the evidence indicates that policymakers
should be concerned with short-run fluctuations in
the growth of the money supply relative to its
trend.1’ If this evidence is at all useful, it demon-
strates how robust the relationship between money
growth and real economic activity is over the short
run. Coupled with previously reported research
indicating a direct, positive link between longer-
term money growth and inflation, the empirical
evidence favors a steady growth ofthe money stock
in both the short and long run as the most effective
means of achieving economic stability.

“This evidence contradicts the recent claim that “the Imoney
growth) volatility issue itself is a hoax. Noone as yet has been
able to demonstratethat thereported volatility in money has any
impact on either the pace of economic activity or Inflation?’
Aubrey C. Lanston & Co., tnt’., Newsletter (March 22, 1982).
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